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Bernhardt.com 

1. Bernhardt has not dealt with how they want their site to look on mobile devices for both sites, 
so please disable responsive code for now and just render the site at 960px. 
 

2. Add previous/next arrows to primary home page gallery. See current site for style. 
 

3. Remove automatic transition on secondary home slider. 
 

4. Catalogs use third-party fulfillment system to render the catalog shopping cart and process 
orders. The Bernhardt system simply passes a catalog variable (catalog number) to the iframe 
and the third-party system handles the rest. See current site for function. 
 

5. The Bernhardt site uses a third-party system called SendStudio to send emails. You can find the 
system at www.bernhardt.com/sendstudio. For time sake, I think it’s best we continue to use 
this system. The subscription webforms on the Drupal should still gather subscribers, but I will 
pull those down in a CSV file as needed and load into the SendStudio system for mailing. 
 

6. The WishList function works well for saving products. A few notes: 
a. Need a Wish List button on products when not signed in to encourage account creation. 
b. Add a function to email the contents of my Wish List to someone. 
c. Add a shortcut to Wish List under User Account when I first log in. 

 
7. Can we have a link to completed product registration forms under my account? 

 
8. Search needs images pulled from content. 

Bernhardt.com/Hospitality 

Overall, lots of progress here. We’re getting there. 

1. Need a separate image gallery for the Hospitality home page than the one shown on the 
Bernhardt home page. 
 

2. Accounts for Bernhardt and Hospitality users should be separate. Bernhardt accounts are for 
consumers and Hospitality accounts are for designers. Can I have two accounts, one for each 
site? 
 

3. When logged into Hospitality account, the My Account page should show a dashboard of links 
(see attached screenshot.)  
 

4. Show prices of products on product detail pages (Hospitality site only). 

http://www.bernhardt.com/sendstudio
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